This paper aims to assess the feasibility of a new and less-focused type of online sociability (the watching network) as a useful information source for personalized recommendations. In this paper, we recommend scientific articles of interests by using the shared interests between target users and their watching connections. Our recommendations are based on one typical social bookmarking system, CiteULike. The watching network-based recommendations, which use a much smaller size of user data, produces suggestions that are as good as the conventional Collaborative Filtering technique. The results demonstrate that the watching network is a useful information source and a feasible foundation for information personalization. Furthermore, the watching network is substitutable for anonymous peers of the Collaborative Filtering recommendations. This study shows the expandability of social network-based recommendations to the new type of online social networks.
Introduction
Due to users' active contributions in this Web 2.0 era, contents available on the Web continue to grow very rapidly [1] . The overwhelming amount makes it hard for users to locate useful information at the right time. Personalized recommendation technologies have emerged as one solution to cope with the information glut problem, and they have proven to be effective in a number of real-life applications, such as Amazon.com, Netflix, and Last.fm. Collaborative Filtering (CF) recommendation technology has especially received a lot of attention from both the world of academia and industry because of its relative simplicity and powerful performance. However, the CF technology is completely reliant upon the tastes of unknown users to make suggestions. Even though target users are the recipients of the recommendations, the ways to generate their CF-based recommendations is a black box, and the recommenders don't enable target users to get involved in and control the process. This lack of user control can directly decrease user satisfaction [2] and can cause a lot of problems, as detailed in Section 2. Therefore, the current recommendation technologies require finding a way to give users controls of their own recommendations. One effective solution is to utilize users' existing online social networks, rather than asking them for additional inputs and activities about their preferences. Accordingly, in contrast to the conventional CF technology, which is solely tailored by anonymous peers' tastes, recommendations based on users' online social networks has become one important evolution of the information personalization technology. It is a new generation of social network recommendations (hereafter, SN recommendations). The idea of taking advantage of users' social networks in personalizing their recommendations evolved from the Internet trend of online social networks, which are growing explosively. This trend is too important to be neglected.
Compared to the era when computer users were in isolation, Web 2.0 users have found it easier to establish contact with people of interest through online social networking sites (SNSs) such as Facebook, LinkedIn, MySpace, Orkut, etc. Moreover, beyond SNS, for which the main purpose is to network people, a variety of Web-based information management systems have adopted online social networks as a mechanism for users to acquire and share useful information. Naturally, users' selfdefined online social links establish rich sources to disseminate various kinds of information (i.e., movies to watch, books to read, academic papers to refer to, bookmarks to explore, music concert to enjoy, etc.). The opinions and information gathered from the links influence social media users to a large extent [3] [4] [5] . According to preeminent social science theories-homophily and social influencepeople selectively establish social links with those who are similar to them, and their attitudes, beliefs and behavioral propensities are affected by their social ties [6] [7] [8] . Therefore, with the proliferation of Web-based sociability, shared interests, and the resultant social influence, it is legitimate to expect for online social links to be merged with recommendation technology.
In spite of the abundant and diversified types of online sociability, SN recommendation technology is still in the infant stage. In particular, the summary of the relevant literature introduced in Section 2 indicates that most of the recent SN recommendations have concentrated on limited kinds of online sociality, which are trust-based networks and friendships. The relevant data sources are also restricted to only a few kinds of applications such as Epinions, FilmTrust, and Flixster. Due to the trouble of collecting data, instead of users' self-defined explicit social networks, sometimes researchers would make up implicit social networks via machine learning approaches. In order to meet these critical needs, this paper aims to investigate a newly emerging and less focused type of online social network (the watching network) as a component of personalized recommendations. We substantiated our approach with the less explored data source of CiteULike. The main purpose of this paper is to test the viability of the watching network as a useful foundation for personalized recommendations and to examine the substitutability of the watching network for anonymous peers of the conventional CF recommendations.
We assessed the quality produced by the watching network-based recommendations by comparing it with typical CF recommendations.
user's ratings, find his/her cohorts that have similar interests to the target user, and recommend items favored by these cohorts to him/her. CF technology has proved its worth in recommending taste-based items such as movies, jokes, music, etc., where the preference is hard to be appreciated by the contents. It became popular for its ability to recommend serendipitous and diverse suggestions too. In spite of the strengths and big success in industry, a question has arisen regarding the quality of CF recommendations [2] . CF technology has turned out not to be well protected against malicious users who try to harm the system or to make a profit by gamming corresponding recommender systems. For example, a malicious user who copies the entire profiles of target users can mislead recommender systems into thinking the malicious user is a perfect cohort and then recommending his/her products to target users [9] [10] [11] . A group of ad-hoc users are also able to reinforce their own ratings and shift the recommendation predictions in the direction(s) that they desire so [12] . Even for well-intended users, if their tastes are eccentric (so-called 'black sheep users'), it is not easy to find their cohorts due to there being little overlap in tastes with other users [2] . CF recommender systems also suffer from other problems like the data-sparsity problem, cold-start users, and computational overload. In the situations where there are too many items to be rated in comparison with the total number of users or where the items last for a short period of time (e.g., job openings and news articles), the system struggles to find enough cohorts who adequately co-rated the same items as the target users [2, 13, 14] . For the cold-start users who just joined a system and rated too few items to infer their tastes, it is also very difficult to generate CF recommendations [2, 13, 15] . Moreover, because CF technology requires to compare one target user's taste with the tastes of all other users, it is computationally very expensive [15] . We suggest that these problems with CF technology occur in part because CF recommendations are utterly tailored by the tastes of anonymous peers who are selected by fully automated similarity calculations. Although users are the recipients of CF recommendations, systems don't allow them to get involved in the recommendation process. Even though the source of the recommendations is important criterion for judging the quality of recommendations, target users don't know who the peers are. Accordingly, they are unable to include or exclude their peers as they want [16] . As one way to get users to participate in their own recommendation process, we suggest that users' existing online social networks could be good sources of personalized recommendations.
Social Network-Based Recommendations
The idea to use social connections as a new source for personalized recommendations has emerged as a popular topic over the last a few years. Table 1 briefly summarizes the recent publications that focus on social network-based recommendations. This table only includes recommendations that utilize users' explicit social networks (i.e., users' self-defined networks) as a source of information. As the summary succinctly indicates, despite of the explosive popularity, abundance, and diversity of online sociability, the kinds of online social networks (trust-based networks and online friendships) used for personalized recommendations are highly limited. In addition, the types of target items and the data sources are also limited. For instance, most of the studies about trust network-based recommendations used Epinions.com. Unilateral online connections and professional collaboration networks that were taken into account for recommending research articles are a few exceptions [17] [18] [19] . Therefore, the goal of this paper is to fill in the missing parts by offering an extensive exploration of recommendation approaches that are based on less-focused online social networks.
Watching Network: Social Links Centered on Objects
In this paper, this study examined the watching network as users' online social networks. A watching network is a typical example of newly emerging online sociabilities. Users in the Web 2.0 era have found it easier to see "who knows what" via their online social connections. It is a burden, however, to contact the person who knows the desired knowledge without any personal ties [20] . [22] Trust networks General products (Epinions) Chia & Pitsilis [23] Trust networks General products (Epinions) DuBois et al. [24] Trust networks Movies (FilmTrust) Golbeck & Hendler [25] Trust networks Movies (FilmTrust) Unlike online social networking systems that mainly link mutually agreed-up friendships, many social bookmarking systems, which aim to manage and share interesting information, offer users a new kind of social network without placing any burden on them of asking for mutual consent to be connected. They are allowed to 'watch' other users' bookmark collections continuously, once users find the other users whose information collections are interesting. The watching relations don't require any personal interactions and emotional bonds to make connections or even mutual agreements for being connected as watching connections. A unilateral relation is what forms a special kind of online social network. For instance, as shown in Fig. 1 Unilateral relations gained attention along with the success of social bookmarking and microblogging applications [42] [43] [44] . In the early part of this century, with the evolution of Web technologies, Wellman [45] suggested that various new online relationships would emerge, and that the networks would be 'less bounded'. The unilateral relationship is one kind of the new types of online relationships and is exemplified by the watching network. Unlike reciprocal friendships on SNS (e.g., Facebook, MySpace, or Friendster) where users increase the number of friends simply for fun or curiosity [45] , the watching relationships are designed on acquiring useful information from the watched parties' collections. When a user unilaterally watches many users, it may cause rapid growth and potential dilution of the watcher's list of information items collected from his/her watched parties. Therefore, unilateral relationships require users to be careful in selecting people to follow, based on the utility of information or taste.
Some researchers may argue that watching relations are not social networks, since they may be not based on any social interactions and emotional bonds. However, our preliminary works [46] [47] [48] found an important social property (homophily) in the relationships. Specifically, the relations meet the similarity attraction hypothesis [49] and held the transitivity power [50] . A high degree of similarity was embedded in unilateral relations and the similarity decreased with the increase of distance. Even though two users in a watching connection tend not to interact personally and not to share any emotions, they are directed networks located in the center of interesting information objects and naturally have highly object-centered sociality. Breslin and Decker [52] said that the social networks being connected via items of interests are more long-lived relations than the relationships that do not share any item of interest. In order to help users develop better relationships, the authors insisted that SNSs have to take people's actions about contents (e.g., such as tagging, blogging, adding comments, etc.) into account to find out users' items of interests [51] . Even though many social bookmarking systems support these watching relations, there are surprisingly few studies to utilize this novel online network for personalizing users' information. Java et al. [53] insisted that one of the reasons why users enjoy microblogging, such as Twitter, is to share information. They also found three kinds of users' intentions for socializing on Twitter (i.e., following), which are not only 1) friendship-wise relationships, but also 2) information sharing and 3) information seeking.
We interpreted the watching connections existing on social bookmarking systems to mimic the process of bookmarking items of interest. In this context, users bookmark other users of interest. Therefore, the watched users' information can be used as a part of the watching users' preferences and furthermore, it can be used as a foundation for watching users to acquire useful information.
Recommendation Algorithms
Before examining recommendation algorithms, we need to consider hypotheses to be tested. Since the main focus of this paper is on the benefit of the watching network as a viable alternative to the anonymous peers, the watching network-based recommendations will be compared with the typical CF recommendations. Therefore, the most critical hypothesis is as explained below.
H1. Watching network-based recommendations produce better suggestions than traditional CF approach.
As mentioned above, the watching users declared their watching links based on the perceived utility of the watched parties' information collections. Then, since the perceived utility tends to be rooted in shared interests, the watched users could also take advantage of the information possessed by the people who are watching them. These characteristics of watching relationship bring up the following two questions. Is it better to include not only the connections to be watched by our target users but also the connections watching our target users? When target users have very few watching connections, instead of relying on the limited number of direct social links, is it effective to include social links connected with distances (for instance, the relations between user A and user C on the Fig. 1) ? The hypotheses below examine these two questions.
H2. Combining both direct watching and watched connections is a better recommendation source
than directly watched connections.
H3. Combining direct and indirect watched connections is a better recommendation source than directly watched partners.
Lastly, because the CF recommendations, which are based on the top N anonymous peers, are inclined to perform well, can hybrid recommendation fusing users' top N anonymous peers with their watching connections enhance the recommendation quality?
H4. Social recommendations solely based on watching network are better than the hybrid recommendations fusing both watching network and anonymous top N peer users. Because the CiteULike is a typical bibliography management system, the final output of this recommendation is research articles in which various metadata, such as titles, author names, and journal or conference names, etc. is available. Moreover, in order to enable users to manage their favorite items more effectively and express their interests about the items in a cognitive way, the CiteULike system offers functions for being able to annotate free-text tags while bookmarking items. As a way to augment the recommendation quality, it is critical to take advantage of the various metadata in the personalization process. Thus, in the design of the watching network-based recommendation algorithms, the following three aspects are considered: 1) users' bookmarks of research articles or books, 2) their watching network, and 3) the metadata of the bookmarked items. Fig. 2 depicts the overall design of recommendation approaches.
Throughout this paper, for the CiteULike dataset consisting of users' bookmarks, B is the user-item bookmark matrix of B= [Bui] l×n where l and n denote the number of users and items, respectively. u∈{u1, … , ul} represents users and i∈{i1, …, in} denotes items. The bookmark of user u on item i is bui. In here, denotes a predicted bookmark of item i for user u, which is picked by our recommendation algorithm as a presumably favorable item. 
Collaborative Filtering as a Baseline Recommendation Algorithm
The first recommendation algorithm is the conventional CF technology, as a baseline approach for this study. CF recommendations are based on item preferences of the whole user population in the CiteULike dataset. The CiteULike system doesn't provide a numeric rating mechanism for users to express their preferences about items. Instead, users can bookmark them. Hence, users' preferences can be encoded as unary ratings. Unary rating means the presence of bookmarks represents users' interests on corresponding items, but there is no degree of preference. The absence of bookmarks doesn't necessarily represent that users are uninterested in or dislike items, since there is a high probability for users not to discover items yet. For CF recommendation recommendations, using the unary ratings represented by users' bookmarks, we used a matrix factorization algorithm. Specifically, this study computed the singular vector decomposition (SVD) with Alternating-Least-Squares with WeightedRegularization (ALS-WR) factorizer [52] . This SVD starts with a low rank approximation of the l×n bookmark matrix B. When f is the number of latent factors to be extracted, we are able to derive the following two f-dimensional lower rank matrices: R ≈ PQ T . One matrix P presents the users' latent factor matrix, where P ∈ × . The u-th row of P, pu is the user u's vector and represents how much user u is associated with f latent factors. Another matrix Q presents items' latent factor matrix, where Q ∈ × . For the i-th row of Q, qi is the item i's vector and represents how much an item i possesses f latent factors. By computing the inner product between the two vectors, we can approximate the probability of the missing bookmarks, (i.e., how likely a certain user u is going to bookmark item i) [53, 54] as:
The major challenge of SVD is to minimize the error of prediction, e ui = b ui -. When there are many missing elements in the bookmark matrix, this typical SVD algorithm cannot find P and Q. One way to solve this problem is to fill out the missing values, such as, with the average rating of a user or an item. However, when a system fills out the missing values in a wrong way, even if it is possible to find the P and Q, the results are highly prone to overfitting [55] . As the solution for these data sparsity and overfitting problems in SVD, Zhou et al. [56] proposed the ALS-WR, which is to learn the model by fitting the existing bookmark records. For the first stage, from known bookmark records, we need to model P and Q with a weighted-λ-regularization. The optimal model is defined as:
Where B contains all (u, i) pairs for which the bui is known (the training set). λ is a constant to control the degree of regularization and is usually decided by cross-validation. By learning from the existing bookmark history, this modeling aims to minimize the regularized squared error [55] .
Now it is the stage to compute alternating least squares (ALSs). ALS aims to minimize noises and possible errors on the above regularized model. The basic idea is, when both P and Q are unknown, to fix one of the matrices and compute another matrix again by solving a least squares problem. This algorithm alternates the steps by fixing one of both matrices. When Q is fixed, so as to re-compute the P matrix, ALS computes a separate ridge regression for each user. It takes the latent vector (qi) of items bookmarked by the user u as an input variable and the new values of his/her bookmarks (bui) as an output variable.
where Au is the covariance matrix of user u's item latent factor vector (having the number of factor f), which is the input, and du is the input-output covariance vector. Finally, it finds the optimal pu by the ridge regression as:
E is the f-dimensional identity matrix: Ef∈ × . lu is the number of items bookmarked by user u.
Similarly, when P is fixed, we can re-compute the Q matrix using the following (ni is the number of user who bookmarked item i) [57] .
The SVD algorithm requires determining the optimal algorithmic settings through cross-validation evaluation. The preliminary cross-validation evaluation showed that the SVD having 50 factors and λ=0.15 produced the best results. In Fig. 2 , the CF recommendations are depicted as 'CF. ' 
Watching Network-Based Recommendations and Hybrid Recommendations
The main focus of this study is to assess the substitutability of watching links (i.e., social peers) for anonymous peers in recommendations. In watching relationships exemplarily depicted in Fig. 1 , User B who is watched by User A didn't initiate the relations and doesn't know the fact that User A is watching him/her. Due to shared interests between user A and B, however, User A could reversely be a useful information source to User B. In addition, although the users connected with distance, such as where User A and User C shared less similar interests than directly watching connections, their similarities were higher than the values of randomly paired users [58] . Therefore, target users' indirect watching connections could be a valuable source, as well. In order to determine the optimal scope of the watching links as a foundation of the personalized recommendations, we propose three strategies in the selection of social peers: 1) direct watching connections only ('Watch' in Fig. 2) ; 2) direct watching and watched connections ('ReciWatch'); and 3) direct and indirect watching connections ('1hopWatch'). Particularly, since the similarity was decreased along with the increase of social distance, we only included users with 1 hop distance (such as the relationship between User A and User C in Fig. 1 ) as indirect watching connections.
In the step to compute the prediction probability of watching network-based recommendations, the same matrix factorization algorithm was used for the CF recommendations. However, in the execution of the matrix factorization algorithm for the watching network-based approach, we built a separate submatrix that was solely made up of the target users' bookmarks (in the training sets) and the bookmarks of their corresponding social peers for every target user. Due to much smaller and less sparse bookmark matrices, systems could generate the recommendations more efficiently. The data sparsity of the whole CiteULike dataset in our consideration is 0.9998, but the average data sparsity of watching networkbased sub-matrices is 0.771 (σ = 0.30). In the conventional CF recommendations, the standard matrix factorization approach feeds the whole bookmark data into the computation one time. Therefore, the recommender systems require a huge memory capacity and often complain about the heap size error. Considering the whole dataset, the CF algorithm requires a large number of latent factors (e.g., >500 for Netflix dataset [56] ), and the large number is directly connected to the computational cost, as well. On the other hand, the watching network-based approach takes advantage of a relatively smaller size of bookmarks and focuses on a narrow scope of user population. Therefore, recommender systems don't need to compute a large number of factors. In addition, whenever a target user updates his/her bookmark history or changes his/her watching connections, the system is able to rebuild a small sub-matrix only for the corresponding target user and re-calculates the matrix factorization right away. In a situation where online users' participations are being exponentially increased, the large-scale SVD has a serious scalability problem [59] [60] [61] . The preliminary cross-validation evaluation showed that in the case of all watching network-based recommendations, the SVD having 24 factors and λ=0.15 produced the best results.
Lastly, the hybrid approach is to compute personalized recommendations by fusing target users' top N anonymous peers with their direct watching and watched connections (i.e., HybridSVD). In here, the number of top anonymous peers (the variable N) is determined as many as each target user's social peers are. In particular, among various hybridization strategies, the mixed hybrid strategy was used [62] . Put differently, two sources of information, where one source is the target users' top N anonymous peers and the other source is their watching network-based social peers, were mixed as one sub-matrix as a foundation of the recommendations. Once the foundation was built, then the same matrix factorization algorithm was computed to obtain the hybrid recommendations.
Content Similarity Weight
In the above CF recommendations, we applied a sophisticated matrix factorization algorithm. Nonetheless, the user preference inputs for the algorithm were simple unary ratings. The unary ratings merely account for which items interest target users, not the degree of interests or the reasons for the interests. Thus, it is hard to produce more elaborate and accurate suggestions. In addition, in CF recommendations, the prediction probability of candidate items (i.e., what the chances are that the target users would like the candidate items) is computed by aggregating and averaging out the similarities of the peers who bookmarked the candidate items. When candidate items belong to the same set of peers, the probability values are exactly the same, although they are different items and contain heterogeneous metadata. The same problem occurs in the watching network-based recommendations. To solve this problem and to enhance the recommendation accuracy, at the final selection of candidate items for the CF and watching network-based recommendations, we considered another source of information-the metadata of candidate items. In particular, we used the title and social tags of each item (i.e., an academic paper or a book). Unlike unary rating-based user preferences, descriptive metadata exhibits users' cognitive understandings and various viewpoints about items [63] . The content similarity weight aims to calculate how close the descriptive metadata of candidate items is to the target users' preferences, which are inferred by the same types of metadata of their bookmarked items, including their social tags.
In order to compute the content similarity weight, we used the vector space model [64] . Before computing the weight, we modeled user preferences in a vector format using the metadata information of users' bookmark history. For bookmarked items, which are mainly academic articles and books, the possible metadata is titles, abstracts, author names, journal/conference names, etc. However, in the CiteULike dataset, the abstracts and journal/conference names were missing for more than half of the items. Additionally, the author name information in CiteULike has a serious ambiguity issue. Instead of these metadata types, titles and social tags of the bookmarks were chosen to model user preferences. We built two separate metadata-based user profile vectors, which are the title-based user profile and social tag-based user profile. As Mori et al. [68] suggested, words in article titles are the contextual representations of the articles and express the topics succinctly. Hence, the title-based user profile calculates how much a given user is interested in certain contents and contexts. In addition, social tags are about users' personal viewpoints about items. Thus, users' social tags can serve as rich evidence about user conceptual understanding or the categorization of items.
As title-based user profiles, all title keywords of a user's bookmarked items were aggregated into one bag of keywords. Particularly, since we used a 10-fold cross-validation evaluation strategy (for more detailed information, refer to Section 5.2), users' partial bookmarks used as a test set are excluded in the user profiles, and the title words were collected only for the remaining training set. Then, for making an effective comparison, we applied text-processing techniques to the bag of title keywords. The terms were case-normalized to the lower-case, and all stop words were removed. We also applied the Porter stemmer so as to reduce word variation to its stems or roots [65] . Finally, the processed bag of title keywords was transformed into a title keyword vector consisting of keywords and the Term Frequency/Inverse User Frequency (TF/IUF) values. In this paper, we computed each user as a document. Therefore, the document frequency variable in the original TF/IDF formula was replaced with the user frequency indicating how many users bookmarked papers where their titles contained the keywords. We also built the social tag-based use profiles using all of the social tags of each target user in the exact same way with the title-based user profiles.
As the next step, once a list of candidate items were selected from CF recommendations or social recommendations, the system compared how the title keywords and social tags of these candidate items were similar to the target users' profiles. In the same way that the system built user profiles, the keyword and tag-based vectors of each candidate item were also built. The title-based item vector is made up of all of the terms appearing in the title of a candidate item and the TF/IDF values. The social tag-based item vector consists of the annotated tags of the corresponding item and the TF/IDF values. For the tagbased vector we did not limit the scope of the social tags to the users' watching links and included all of the social tags annotated to the corresponding items, except for target users' own tags. Then, the similarities between the user profiles and each item vectors were computed using the cosine similarity. Using the resultant similarity, the system made a ranked list of candidate items [66] . The following equation denotes how the content similarity weights were applied in the recommendations:
The above equation shows CF recommendations using the content similarity weight (CF_CW) of a candidate item i for the target user u. For the candidate item, the system calculated the cosine similarity, kui, between user u's title-based profile ku, and title-based vector of item i, ki. It also calculated the cosine similarity of, tui, of user u's tag-based profile tu and tag-based vector of item i, ti. Before unifying these two cosine similarities as one content similarity weight and in order to normalize the values, the system applied the standard score using the mean μ and standard deviation σ of the corresponding similarity measure, respectively. The unified content similarity value was multiplied with the final prediction probability value of the matrix factorization calculation for the item i. In here, v denotes one of the user u's anonymous peers (pu) and has the candidate item i in his/her bookmarks. V is the number of anonymous peers who have the candidate item i in their bookmarks. In watching network-based recommendations with content similarity weight, V and v denotes the numbers of social peers and each social peer. The preliminary cross-validation evaluation indicated that adding the content similarity weight to the recommendations is consistently and significantly helpful in increasing the accuracy and completeness of the recommendations. Hence, this study only considered the recommendations with a content similarity weight as the suffix '_CW' of each recommendation approach, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Experimental Evaluation

Data Source
For the evaluation of our algorithms, this study used bookmarks and the tag records of CiteULike, which is one of the leading social bookmarking systems for managing and sharing bibliographic information, along with Bibsonomy, Mendeley, and Diigo. CiteULike data used in this study is made and distributed by the CiteULike administrators and was backed up on May 15, 2011. The dataset contains article IDs, all users, users' bookmarks, dates and times of the bookmarks, and the social tags at the time when this dataset was made. Since it doesn't contain information about the metadata of articles (i.e., titles, authors, publication journals, and abstracts) and watching relations, the information was collected separately. Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics. This dataset has 94,388 CiteULike users and 3,210,960 articles, consisting of about 3.9 million bookmarks. 66.3% of the users (n=62,568) had five bookmarks at most and 89.9% of the articles (n=2,885,833) were bookmarked only by one user. The bookmark sparsity of this CiteULike data set is 0.9999, which is similar with the sparsity of Netflix [67, p. 170] . The users who are in watching relations (whether they are watching or being watched) are 11,439, which equals 12.1% of the entire user population. They formed 44,847 watching relations in total. 3,223 users watch other users and are the target users of this study. Each target user watches about 14 users on average and 77.3% of them (n=2,492) watch five connections at most. 9,897 users are watched by other users, and 4.53 users watch them on average. 
The Formal Evaluation
For the evaluation of the proposed recommendation algorithms, 3,223 users who watch other user(s) and have at least one bookmarked item were selected as target users. Their bookmarks were randomly split into 10 equal-sized subsets so as to execute 10 fold cross validation. For each iteration, one of the 10 subsets was used as a test set and the remaining 9 sets were used as a training set. When target users have less than 10 bookmarks, the set of their bookmarks was split into X sets (X < 10), where each set consisted of one bookmark. Recommendations were assessed by how many recommended items are actually in the test set as hits. This process was repeated with a different test set 10 times, and the hit numbers were averaged out.
As the evaluation criteria, because the CiteULike dataset doesn't contain numeric ratings, the traditional evaluation methods for information retrieval (precision and recall) were used. The precision aims to measure how precise the recommendations are, and the recall measures how complete the recommendations are. In order to see the patterns of differences among our proposed approaches and the baseline, we measured precision and recall separately and did not compute the harmonic value F1. Both precision and recall will be computed for the top 10, 5, and 2 recommendations (N=10, 5, and 2). The recommendations are usually displayed in a ranked list. Users expected that items in a higher rank would be more important than the other items in lower ranks. Therefore, the position of correct recommendations is a critical evaluation criterion of recommendations.
6. Results
Comparison of Various Recommendation Approaches
Before comparing the quality of our proposed watching network-based approach with the baseline CF recommendations, we evaluated the varying ways to include watching connections in personalized recommendations. In Section 4 above, we designed to assess the approach based only on direct watching connections ('Watch_CW') against more extended scopes of watching connections-direct watching and watched connections ('ReciWatch_CW'), and direct watching and 1hop watching connections ('1hopWatch_CW') using hypothesis H2 and H3. Fig. 3 18, p=0 .84 for top 2 recall). Specifically, the addition of 1hop watching connections as social peers did not enhance the quality, and the average precision and recall were lower than the other two approaches, albeit insignificantly. The related hypothesis H3 is rejected. Moreover, 'ReciWatch_CW' produced as good suggestions as 'Watch_CW' did and failed to significantly outperform the "Watch_CW". Hence, the hypothesis H2 is also rejected. However, 'ReciWatch_CW' recommended precise and complete suggestions for a larger number of target users than 'Watch_CW.' That is to say, the coverage of 'ReciWatch_CW' was higher. For that reason, we decided that the 'ReciWatch_CW' is the best way to include the watching connections among the three proposed approaches.
Given that 'ReciWatch_CW' was chosen as our final watching network-based approach, as the hypothesis H1 specifies, is the quality of the watching network-based recommendations better than the traditional CF recommendations? Fig. 3 also depicts the answers in terms of precision and recall. According to the t-test, the recommendations based on direct watching and watched connections ('ReciWatch_CW') were as precise and complete as the CF-based ones are (t=0.82, p=0. 41 top 2 recall) . Due to the insignificant difference between two approaches, the relevant hypothesis H1 was rejected. Considering that the CF approach requires all of the bookmark data for the computation, the 'ReciWatch_CW' generated equivalently good suggestions with much smaller sub-matrices only consisting of target users' and their social peers' bookmark records. We interpreted this result to mean that CiteULike users are connected with their watching partners via the utility of the partners' information and genuinely similar information preferences. Conclusively, the watching network is a useful information source and a feasible foundation for information personalization. Furthermore, the watching network is substitutable for anonymous peers of CF recommendations. When the target users' anonymous peers and their watching connections are equally good information sources, can the combination of these two sources be better than either of them? To answer this question, taking the preferences of both the top N anonymous peers and watching connections into account generated hybrid recommendations. Then, the quality was compared with the CF and the watching network-based recommendations. The comparison of precision yielded no significant difference among the three approaches (F=0.39, p=0.68 for top 10 precision; F=0. 13, p=0 .88 for top 5 precision; and F=0.86, p=0.42 for top 2 precision). The results of recall also showed insignificant differences (F=4.28, p=0.01 for top 10 recall; F=1.50, p=0.22 for top 5 recall; and F=1.09, p=0.39 for top 2 recall). The relevant hypothesis H4 is rejected. That is to say, the combination of anonymous peers and social peers were not as effective as a source of information as we had expected. We interpreted this result to mean that, even though watching connection can substitute for anonymous peers, watching connections don't have any complementary abilities for anonymous peers. The descriptive statistics of the CiteULike data introduced in Section 5.1 showed that users participating in the watching network possess richer bookmark collections than the users who are not in a part of the network. However, about 10% of the CiteULike watching network participants had less than five bookmarks. Usually, in recommendations, users having this little amount of bookmarks or ratings are hard to receive reasonably good recommendations since the number of bookmarks is insufficient to properly present what they like. Therefore, these users are called cold-start users. One weakness of the CF recommendations is the cold-start user problem. Since the CF recommendations rely on the overlapped interests or tastes among users, when users have insufficient information about interests or tastes, it is difficult to guess what the presumably favorable items will be. As explained in Section 2, some researchers suggest that social network-based recommendations could be a good solution to solve this cold start user problem. It is because online social connections are rooted in the shared interests among users, as demonstrated in Section 6.1. Hence, although a target user doesn't have enough preference, the recommender system can include his/her online connections' preferences as a part of the target users' preference.
We will test whether watching a network-based recommendation is a good solution for a cold-start user problem or not. For this test, our target users were classified into three clusters according to the sizes of their bookmark collections-cold-start users (N<5), users having medium size bookmark collections (5≤N<200), and users having large collections (N≥200). There were 316 users, 2,080 users, and 827 users in each cluster, respectively. For each user cluster, the best recommendation approach was examined.
Figs. 4 and 5 are the results of the precision and recall. In order to find out the statistical significance of the difference, we executed the two-way ANOVA test. The test demonstrated that the differences on the precision and recall were statistically significant according to the kinds of recommendation approaches and different user clusters (F=3. 32 64, p<0 .001 for top 2 recall). As the next post-hoc analysis, we examined the patterns of difference among the various recommendation approaches for individual clusters of users. Top10  Top5  Top2  Top10  Top5  Top2  Top10  Top5  Top2 Cold-Start Users Medium Large . Both the precision and recall indicated that the watching network-based approach was the best option for this cluster of users. In terms of precision, the watching network-based recommendations performed significantly better than the others, including the CF recommendations. Even though the differences were insignificant, the watching network-based recommendations also yielded the highest recall values on average. Lastly, for cold-start users, the differences between the various recommendation approaches are significant for both precision and recall (F=4.06, p=0.001 for top 10 precision; F=4.95, p<0.001 for top 5 precision; F=5. 19, p<0 .001 for top 2 precision; F=4. 15, p<0 .001 for top 10 recall; F=5.00, p<0.001 for top 5 recall; and F=5.83, p<0.001 for top 2 recall). Specifically, the results, which are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, indicated that the hybrid approach is a good option for cold-start users. In lower ranks, the hybrid recommendations significantly outperformed the other approaches in both precision and recall. However, in the highest rank, the hybrid approach along with the CF recommendations performed the best without any statistical differences. Therefore, for cold-start users who have insufficient bookmarks, utilizing both anonymous users and users' social connections as the foundation for their recommendations is beneficial for increasing the quality of the information personalization.
Conclusions and Discussion
This paper examined the expandability of a social network-based recommendation to a new and less- focused type of online sociability-the unilateral watching network. In this study, the empirical evaluation of various recommendation techniques focused on the CiteULike watching network and showed that our watching network-based algorithm was comparable in quality to conventional CF recommendations, regarding how the suggestions are accurate and complete. However, based on the fact that the watching network-based approach requires much smaller data, our proposed algorithm has better scalability than the CF recommendations. Viewed through the demonstrated results, CiteULike users built their watching connections through the shared interests among users. The watching network can provide a major benefit as a useful information source for the participants and a feasible foundation for information personalization. The result implies that the watching network can replace anonymous peers in personalized recommendations. Lastly, according to the descriptive statistics, we found cold-start users whose bookmark collections were not enough to represent their preferences and that it is hard for them to receive reasonably good recommendations. For those cold-start users, the inclusion of users' social connections as one part of recommendations enhanced the quality, but it was not enough degree. It is more effective to take into account the watching connections as a complementary component of the CF recommendations as hybrid recommendations for cold-start users.
